Journalist Richard B. Drinnon, who was 82, died in Washington, D.C. He was a reporter for the Associated Press and was known for his investigative reporting and writing on civil rights and social justice issues. He had been a member of the National Association of Black Journalists for more than 40 years and was a recipient of the Pulitzer Prize for his work on the Civil Rights Movement.
Faculty to be evaluated March 4 
in experimental ASSIST program

A limited-faculty evaluation will be performed this fall in an ASSIST (Assessment, Student Testing, Instructor Review, Staff Input) program, according to Administrators Survey of Instructors Teaching. The five schools participating in this program will each be given a faculty evaluation. The schools include the University of California—San Diego, California State University—San Diego, San Diego State College, and the San Diego Community College District.

The evaluation will take place in the fall of 1967, and the results will be shared with each school at the beginning of the next academic year.

This evaluation will be based on the following criteria:

1. How well the faculty satisfies the objectives listed in the faculty program.
2. How well the faculty meets the expectations of the students.
3. How well the faculty interacts with the administration.
4. How well the faculty interacts with the students.
5. How well the faculty interacts with the community.
6. How well the faculty interacts with the parents.

The evaluation will be conducted by a team of experts from various fields, including education, psychology, and sociology.

The results of this evaluation will be used to improve the quality of education and to enhance the effectiveness of the faculty members.

Guest Editorial!

5 out of 4 doctors agree

If these figures are to be accepted as the final word, the medical profession is in for a rude awakening. It is not just the doctors who are in disagreement with the study, but also a large number of other professionals who believe that the study is flawed.

The study was conducted by a team of doctors and researchers who were funded by the American Medical Association. The study was designed to determine the effectiveness of a new drug in the treatment of diabetes.

The researchers conducted a series of experiments on a group of 1,000 diabetic patients. They were divided into two groups: one group received the new drug, and the other group received a placebo.

At the end of the study, the researchers found that the group that received the new drug had a significantly lower incidence of complications than the group that received the placebo.

However, the results of the study were met with skepticism by many other professionals in the medical field. They raised concerns about the methodology used in the study and the conclusions drawn.

The study was conducted without the input of a large number of doctors and experts in the field of diabetes. This has led to the conclusion that the study is not representative of the current state of knowledge in the field.

Therefore, it is not just the doctors who are in disagreement with the study, but also a large number of other professionals who believe that the study is flawed.

If these figures are to be accepted as the final word, the medical profession is in for a rude awakening.
Tangs came back to edge the Mustangs but lose to Poly in first half and lead at halftime.

Two clocks at both ends of the court were designated as the official clock. The clock at the south end was deceived four seconds slower, the referees tripped the busier and not the official south end clock.

Technically, Pomona had won the game until it was discovered that the north and south end clocks were not synchronized. The clock at the north end showed 1:29 left in the game. The north end clock had a two second advantage at the end of the first half.

After a score discrepancies, the clock at the south end was synchronized with the official south end clock.

Bill Farkas, referee guard, started a 27-foot jumper with one second on the "official" clock. Pomona scored 1:29 left on the south end clock.

This caused the confusion.

Pole Pancakes put the ball to play with 3 seconds left on the "official" north and clock. Brian Turner attempted a 27-foot jumper, but missed the mark.

Pomona's John Brown applied the "full court press" and obtained the ball.

Technically Pomona had won the game until it was discovered that the north and south clock had tipped the balance and not the official south end clock.

Since the north and clock was five seconds slower, the referees should have ruled for the south end clock. Pomona had the ball, and the south end clock should have been used.

Dr. Robert Kennedy even came to the game to watch Pomona win the match advantage.

Once again Steve Silver, 130 lb., cleared, before, with Pomona's Murray, 125 lb., and with no points coming from the southern whistles. Pomona won the official south end clock to gain the championship title. Pry Draws maintained his unbeaten record to 25-0 by gaining back plait too. "Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah!"

Tennis finals came back to edge the Mustangs but lose to Poly in first half and lead at halftime. Pomona lead by eight points on the "official" north end clock to give the Mustangs the victory.

A strange occurrence was seen, fans, players, and coaches waving small flags, trying to rule out just what happened.

Bob Robert's latest down went the clock to flame another "doo-dah!"

**Cagers win 2 in CCAA**

by George Parsons

The smoke has cleared and the Mustang fans are getting ready for the CCAA games against Cal State Fullerton and Poly Pomerene Buck. The Mustangs didn't have any problems Tuesday night as they beat Fullerton, 108-81, Thursday night, the Mustangs captured two second half, when the fireworks started.

"I thought we could have done better and possibly the point of the season. They lost to Poly in last week's burner Friday night."

The locals also swept past Westmont, 103-89, last Tuesday and 108-81, Thursday night, the Mustangs did the same.

Andy Proctor, our number two man on the high bars fell and injured himself.